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You can enable the classic full context menus in Windows 11 using two. By default, the OS shows shorten 

menus with only a few items, but it is easy to disable this feature and restore the full menus that do not 

require clicking on More options. 

Windows 11 introduced drastic changes to the user interface. It comes with a new taskbar with icons aligned 

to the center of the screen. There is also a new Settings app, Start menu, and a galore of the other changes. 

File Explorer and the shell have been tweaked a lot. For example, Explorer doesn't show the Ribbon UI. 

Instead, it shows a toolbar with a line of icons. 

Another change is compact context menus, which only show a few items by default and hide the rest of 

commands by the "Show more options" entry. 

 

If you are not happy with this change, here is how to revert it and have the full context menus by default. 



 

You need to do the following. 

Enable Full Context Menus in Windows 11 

1. Download this ZIP archive. 

2. Extract the two REG files from the archive you downloaded to the Desktop. 

3. Double-click on the file Enable classic context menus in Windows 11.reg. 

4. Click Yes the User Account Control dialog to modify the Registry. 

5. Restart Windows 11 to apply the change. 

Done! 

After you restart Windows 11, you will no longer have compact context menus on Windows 11. If you right a 

file, folder, or the Desktop background, you will see the full context menu instantly. 



 

For your convenience, there is also an undo file in the archive named Restore default context menus in 

Windows 11.reg. It will allow you to revert the change and get back the default menu style. 

Double click on that file, confirm the UAC prompt, and restart Windows 11. The default compact context 

menus will be restored. 

We have tested this tweak on Windows 11 build 22000.51, and found it fully working. Unfortunately, we 

cannot predict for how long it will work. Microsoft may remove this ability from the OS at any moment of 

time, or instead add a GUI option to switch the menu style. 

 


